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ADMINISTRATION, ORGANIZATION AND FINANCING OF JOUGATION

r 1. ALI, Adam. Quality in Education --- Dawn..(Karachi) December 3,

1978.

There are several factors that have adversely affected our
educational system: a) No play-grounds exist in many ichoolS.

b) Many schools are housed in Unsuitable buildings. c) New text«,

book6 are prescribed every year for all classes. The books are

not readily available in the market. d) The books are badly
produced and.full af errors. e) Teachers are not provided
residential accommodation in the vicinity of the sahools.
f) Shortage of funds stands tn the way of .employing suitably

. qualified teachers in sufficient numbers. g) There are no
arrangements for the periodic testing of eyesight of students by

Eye'Specialists: h) No transport is-provided to childien.

2. ALVII,Riffat. Denationalization --- Dawn (Karachi) October 19

1978.

Although schooling is free, yet w have to pay exorbitant fees

for private tuition.. Almbst all t e schools have become centers

of private tuition,. Majority of t:',chers, including some of

their Heads, give tuitions to dozens children at a time. The

tuition houses in every nook and corner o the citits and towns
Show,the extent to which this scourge has s read. Nationalized

. schools are dirty places. In Karachi, 90 cent of children

attanded privdte schools.
14

.

The present Government should 6;ther de-natio lse all'the

:schools, or take over their control. It is morally and
'socially unjust tb allow the fortunate few to attend exempted

institutions and condemn the Majority to inferior schooling. The

Government's iniritation to private bodies to open new schools has

not met with success, and only a few pre-primary and primary

schools have appbalied. No,s4condary schools have been opened.

ADULT EMJCATION

3. HUSAIN, Shafqat, Ndkhwandgi Kay Khilaf Koshish (Efforts Against

Illiteracy) --1 Akhbar-e-tChawateen (Karachi) 7-13 October, 1978,(U).,

Illiteracy cannot be removed onXy by making primary and secondary
education compulsory in schools... Attention eQ19.6rek first be paid

to adttt education, especially in a country where population is

r..
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fast rAsing. Adult education is a pre-requisite for all social
and economic changes.

1

The educational policy announced in 1972, provided for eighty
thousand educational centers. This could not,be done because'of
the paucity of resources. Rural areas,should haV4 precedence
oover the urban areas in the matter of education,obecause
majority of illiterate people live in rural aKeas. Adult
centers should be established in those areas.

COMPARATIVE EDUCATION

I. KHANIYo194fAl1. Colario State University The Varsities
(Karachi) Vol. III (6) 18-2 , November-December, 1978.

After giving a brief introduction of Colorado State University,
the author has described the affairs and the administiative
functions of the university under the headings: 1) campus;
2) governing body; 3). organiza;tion and responsibility;
4) faculty council; 5) planning and budgets; 6) academio
affairs di:vision; 7) finance di:vision; 8) admission and
records; and '9) support departments.

DEVELOPMENT OF EDUCATION

56 RIZVI, Azhar. Educational Development - Major 'Determinants
Dawn (Karachi) November 11f, 1978.

WO MI WM

Research studies indicate that there are at least seven major
determinants of the quality of educatiOn/ These arestudents,
teachers, administration, curriculum, physical facilities,
finances, and research. Let us discusS each of these briefly.

Students: They ndt Only serve as outputs but also as inputs of
education. The successful leavers ofon educational stage are
designated as the output of education.

Teachers: In an educational system, the teachers are the
principal agents of change. It is they who transmit knowledge
and skil,ls to the students and mduld their character,

The third determilllant of the quality of education is administra-
tion. The term administration includes: 1) the administrators
who run the educational enterprise, Ind 2) the organizational

-2



structure within which the administrators work.

purriculumi .the fourth major determinant of the quality of
educate-on Is the curriculum. Physical facilities: The fifth

\ determinant of the quality df education are the physical
tieg like buildings, playgrounds, furniture, and equipment.

40.1 TM.sixth determinant of the quality of eduoation.is finance.The Gbvernment should assess the amount -that is currently waisted
. because of pOor planpirg and inefficient administration.

-Research: .The final major determinant of the quality of education.17773;37ch. Educational research is an organized effort toextAnd knowledge, to test hypotheses, and to solve problems inthe field of. education. A

EDUCATION GOALe.
4

6. CHOWDHRY, Zubair. Bamaqsad Talaleem Ki Zaroorat (The Need,for
Purposeful Educatien)' Imroz (Lahore) October 18, 1978 (U).

. 'The development and strangth'of,Pakistan, as of any other
country, depend on the system of education. Our present systemof education is anything but logical and satisfactory. We shojuldteach aur younger generation science and technofogy in which liesour future salvation. We have not even evolved a system of
education that is conducive to Islam. For this, we have tO thankonly those irho 'are at the helm of affatrs'in our country.

There is no de-nying the fact that the present system Of.education
',has created innumerable problems for the students. The standardAf education in the country is fast deteriorating. We should -make sincere efforts for making our education purposeful andmeaningful. It should create interest for learning in.the mindsorour younger generation and wean theilimischievous and idleactivities.

7. RIZVI, Azhar. -The Crisis of Quality Dawn (Karaohi) November17, 1978.

The measurement of ,the quality of education as revealed in.thecharactibr of students has been woefully neglected in our countryiThere are several reasons for this neglect: 44i) The importanceof measuring character is not recognized. We are too much
preoccupied with measuringknowledge to find time even to thtnkthat other objectives of education also claim our attention..

4,
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2) We have not yet been able to"define in behavioral terms..
what we mean by characker: 3) The measurement of character in
more,difficult to define than that of knowledge. 4) The
meaiurement of character requires a coMpination of sophistioated
techniques, and test experts and specialists'needed for the
purilose are in short supl?ly in Pakistan.'

It is mist unfortunate that the social aspect of the qualitz of
education is not receiving the attention it deserwrs fn an
ideological State likeNours. The "manpol4er" strategy is hi'ghly
technical and lies beyond the competence of most of our `existing staff associated with planning..

The unit used for measuring the inputs of education is the
student year. The number of years neected for a student to
complete the primary school cycle in Pakistan is 5. Thus, the
ideal-input-output ratio for primary stage is 5 to 1.

8. WAZIRABADI, Qayyum. Education Policy Pakiatan Times
. (Rawalpindi) December'21, 1978.

Our students seem to have lost all sense of, direption. It will,
nevertheleps be unwise to deny them a limited exercise in
democracy. It is.suggested, therefore, that instead of changing
the existing system? the heads of educational institutions should
impose a kan on all activiti,es that are likely to spoil the
academic environment.

;

The need of the hour is to make= our.students aware of the latest
developments in 'science and technical spheres. Ideological
education ipould go hand in hand with the teacIling oflate(st:
science, aEtechnologx. Refresher courses and educational
meetings should be frequently held to enlighten the teaching
community about Vie fast-changing acaderlic environment. Unless
our teachers are ideologically honest and firm, our younger
gDneration cRnnot be expected to regain its sense of direction.v

\ EDUCATION REFORMS
41,

9. HASHMI, Khalid Mahrilood. Nizam-e-Ta'aleem Meinliunyadi Tabdeeli .

Zaroorat (The Need pf Basic Change in the Systeit of Education)
Imroz (Lahore) October 182 1978 (U).

'The crehtive faculties in our Nunger gerieration remain
suppressed betause they cannot Neely express themselves in
English. tven todayl.English poetry, whiCh.even.most-dif-dur-1.
teacherscannot'understandi continues 4s garb of our syllabus.

4 -
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It_48 good time We qarted eduoating our children in their own
' mother tongue from the beginning. English should not be taught
to-our children till the age of twelve. Only Urdu should be
taught from class one to class six.

There should be only one book for one clhss. Our basic aim of
educatibt should be that our children acquire an understanding
of our national language; Urdu textbooks should be prepared for
the beginners. The language used in thesci books Ahould be clear

'and easy.

ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION
I.

10, JANJUA, Mohammad Yunus. Talaleehli Inhetaat (Deterioration in
Education) Nawai Waqt (Rawalpindi) November 18, 1978 (U)..

, The unplanned growth of primary schools has created.many-problems,
,such as school accommodation, teaching stafff, furniture, etc.

The same situatiqn prevails in Middle schools. It is suggested
that the examinations of the fifth class of primary schools and
of the eighth class of middle school should be held under the
direct supervision of either the department of education or the
education board. As to the subjects to pe taught in these
schools, special-emphasis should be laid on the theory and
practice odfolagriculture, both in primary and middle schools,
especially in the rural areas.

EXAgINATIONS

11. BUTT, Fauzia. Semester System --- Pakistan Times (Rawalpindi)
Octobet 29, 1978,

The. ter system, whatever its.good and bad points, is
essentially in an uperimentfil stage at present. The emphasis
remains on teaching periods (prpbably hours) and on nothing
else. Lately, a serious snag has'been discovered in th'e rigid
rules laid down by the Punjab University about the number of
lectures. At least 75 per cent lectures are essential; other-
wAse a student will be detained even if he or she Is short by
three lectures.

In framing the rules, the authorities have shown no flexibility
in the case tsof emergencies. For example, a regular girl student
was struck with jaundice and could not attend college for a
certain period. She was otherwise quite good and had passed.her
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Iexaminations with distinction. It is a pi y that she lost a

year enly because she was just three lectures short. In all

fairness, thereford, the University should allow local colleges

to decide such margirlal cases themselves. t

12. FAROOQUI, Zaheeruddin. Self Evaluation and Motivation .--'The

Varsities (Karachi) Vol. ITI (5)4 23-25 September - October, 1978.

LIAUre ig a common method of instruction Used by our teachers
in higher educat4in for the following three purposes:
1) Acquisition of Information; 2) promotion of thought; and

3) changes in attitude,

'The method of assesiment of a lecture, as ,to how far it has

achieved the said objectiVes, is.called evaluation. Self-

evaluation is the process of measuring one's own progress
towards specific goals..

The topic has been discdssed unaer the headings: 1) objectives,

2) steady process; 3) student opinion; 4) 'motivation; and

5) examinations.

13. IDRIS, Hajd Fuad. Examination System Dawn (Karachi) October

8, 1978,

The system of examinations prevalent in our country is highly

defective. Tip sy.qtem takes it for granted that every candidate

is a criminal an& that very strict vigilance is necessary. The

questio,ns set in our, examination papers test the memory rather

than the intelligence of a student. If a dull youth is able to

mug up' answerp of_a few important questions, he gets good marks.

On the other hand, very often a brilliant "student fails simply

because ha did not resort to this trick.

P In our examinations, no questions are set to test the intellig-

ence of a student, nor is his power of comprehension tested.
is simply his memory and the ability to mug up a certain

quantity of lessons is all that is tested. Again, the marking

system as adopted in our country is very outdated. In all

advanced countries, students are awarded,grades such as A,B,C,

etc., according to their overall achievements during an academic

. session. The system of marking minimizes the chances of foul

play, and compels the students to work hard throughout the

session. These'Oades are awarded according to the quality of

the student's work as shown in his weekly progress reports.

6



14. IQBAL, aiVed. Imtehanaat Mein Nakami (Fail
Nawai Waqt (Rawalpindi) October 10, 1978 (U)t.

in Examinations)

One of the main causes of'failure In examina ions is the
anomalous conditions preliailing in the matter of medium of
instruction and examination. The medium of instruction from
primary to matric is Urdu, It suddenly changes to English in
colleges. The result is obvious. The students cannot follow
the lectures delivered in English.

Teachers are equally responsible for the increasing peraentage
o failures in examinations. They'do no,t pay attention to
individual students; They do not bother to find out whether
the students have understood what has been taught to them; and

'they do not hold regular tests. The imple reason is that they
have no time to pay ind±vidual attont.on. Some of them do not
bother eien to complete the course..

15: KASHIF, Syed. Nisab Aur Tariqa-i-Imtehaan (Syllabus and the
System of Examination) ---Akhbar-e-Khawateen (Karachi) 7-13
October, 1978 (U).'

In order to raise the standard of education, the syllabus and
the system of examination have to be reformed. But the fore-
most problem'is that of Ehglish. We cannot do away with this
foreign language unless Urdu, which is our national language,
is made rich enough.

The second problem arises from the spate 9f test and guess
papers in the markqt. These papers are definitely harmful for
the 'students. Such papers should be banned,outright.

The present system of examination teaches the students bay to
memoliize the lessens. They do not take pains to tax their brain.
The Emmoster system appears to be good for the students because
it discourages the hatfit of cramming.

,

Surprisingly enough, the experts of education Boards in the
PunAab ave announced that the students who will fail'in English

i

in clas X will be treated as pass, but they will not be admitted
to any ollege so long as they do not pass the examinations
'The question is whether other boards like those'of the Punjab
will treat them as such: Wha't is needed now is to frame a
uniform'education policy for the whole country,.

16. QURESHI, Sadiq Hussain. Nizam-e-Imtehanaat (The System of '

Examinations) Nawai Waqt (Rawalpindi) October 31, 1978 (U).

The results of examinations of InterMediate and Secondary

. 7 ..
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Education, Sargedha, Lahore, and Federal Board show that the
percentage of successful students was respectively 44,50 and 78.
This wide difference between the results of the three Boards is
bewildering. All the Boards in the Punjab hold the final
examinations after two years. But the Federal Board hOlds the
examinations of ninth, tenth, eleventh, and twelveth 6.1asses
separately.

The university follows,the aemester system. It has adversely
affected the standard of education. Moreover, ev.ery studerit hasto pass in seven subjects out of eight in the matriculation
examination, and the student who fails in English is.not admitted
to college.

17. SAYEED, Amjad. iSemester Sistam (Semester'System) Imrciz(Lahore) October 25, 1978 (U).

It seems that after the introduction of the semester system, our
spdents have begun applying themselves more sincerely to their
studies. Now, it is upto the teachers to pay them in the samecoin. 'It should be made compulsory for the teachers to thoroughly
prepare their lectures by making good use of the libraries. In
alldeveloped countries, the teachers work with their students.

To make a succesK of the semester system, one teacher should
devote himself,to the teaching of one course to the students.
They can spend more time in the library if the work-load on themis not as heavy as at present.

It is also necessary to hold frequent seminars in all ufliversi-
ties for the benefit of the teachers. They should be sent toforeign countries to acquaintthemsel4es the modern methods of
teaching. The existing system of teaching needs immediate
reforms.

.6

18. SHEHAB, Rafiullah. Exam. Results --- Pakistan Times RawalPindi)
October 23, 1978.

Educat.,ional results are becomming poor and poor every year.
Teache'rs are largely, responsible for this state of affairs, Butpunishing the teachers alone will never improve the situation.
Some of the teache s advise the students directly or indii4ectly
es

i

to resort to unfai meang in examinatiOn halls. The situation
deserves serious a tentiqm of the educationists. Strict
observance of exis ing rt.iles and'regulations of the Education
Department can still save the situation. The old practice of
frequent surprise inspections of educational institutions shouldbe revived.

8



litGHER EDUCATIO,N

19. ARMAD, Khalid. The Trend in College Education --- Pakistan Times
(Raw.alpindi) October 7, 1978.

The modern trend in education seems to be an almost exclusive
preference for science as opposed to arts. '# closer look at the
admisaion pattern of the major d011eges in Láhore clearly shows
that this'is not a realistic assessment of the sta,te of affairs.

In actual fact, the preferencg is for the ,profepaional sciences.
Pure science, like Physicsl Chemistry, Botany, and Zoology, that
underpin the basic training of all science professl.ons no longer'
attract the students from"the upper reachas of the merit list.
The reason for this is obvious. Doctors and engineers face no
difficulty in'obtaining highly lucihtime.employment abroad.

The subject of science has become popular 'lout the teaching of
science has deterio ated. The accent is on professional
sciences Subjec like Physics and Chemistry have Igeme the
pastiiie of those o have nothing bet&r to do.

20. ALI, Shujaat. Nai College Kab Kolay Jaengay? (When Will the
New Colleges Be Opened?) Akhbar-emdKhawateen (Karachi) 18-24
November, 4978 (U).

According toitn estimate, 70 per cent students get through the

,

examinations by adopting unfair means, and 20 per cent of them
pass because they memorize the books. Thus, it appears that 90
per cent stuaents are not fit enough for higher education.
Despite this. the number of candi!fiates for admiSsions is on the
increase.

,*

Profound concern has been expressed that while the number of
successful students in matric is multiplying evdry soar, the
condition of existing colleges is worsening constantly. Even
those first divisioners'aro running from pillar to post for
admission., It is imperative to raise the standhrd of education
.and also to make room for.fnew students.

Technical education has acquired new importance in the country.
According to the new education poliopy, however, more technical
institutions should be pPened for the students. This step.would
help stop the invasion of students for admission in colleges.
.The capacity in the existing oollegos'should also be expanded,

. and new educational institutions should be opened in the
private sector,to cope with the growing demand. .

.9.
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21. JAFFERY1.Samina. No -One Teaches, No One Studies --- The 0/
,Herald (Karachi) Vol. 9 ;.,4): 16-17, April, 1978.

This is an analytical sketch of the Karachi Univ:)rsity and its
problems, such as, the financial risis, politics, indiscipline,
'neglectful attitude of students tOldards their studies, absence of
teacher-student relationship, etc.

.

The syllabi do not epip the s dents to deal with the day-to-
day problems. Most of the textbooks are written by international
experts. They have little knowledge of our ideological
expectations, economic aspirations and unique experience. The
Contentts of tile courses should be made relevant to our peculiar
conditnns.

a
lh

22. SHAH, Muzaffar Ali., lioniversity Halls of Residence - Some
Problems and Solutions --- The Var'sities (Karachi) Vol. III (6): '
.11-13, November-December 1978.

Ike problems oT hostel systor can be solved if.the Hall Council
is made strong and effective by providing it necessary staff,
funds, and execRtpe powers. The Chairman of the Hall Council
should have full(powers.over hostel matters. 4

The hostel problems are many and varied. SQMO of them arc
basic. If the basic probloms are properly solved, the institu-
tion runs SMOO thlY. Either thoPro .Vice Chancellor should be'
made Ghairman of the Hall Council, or the Hall Council should be
given necessary funds anl-ftftff.

The topic has been further dismissed under the headings:
1) non-payment of hostel Auesi 2) illegal residents;
3) over-staying; hosts; 4) maintenande of hostels; 5) non-
payment of tolephonp bills( and 6) hall council.4

41111.

23. SHEHAB, Rafjullah. Degree Colleges --- Pakistan Times (Rawalpindi)
November 28, 1978.

In order to check the steep ,fall in the standard vf education,
the Government, through the University Grants Commission,
constituted 4 study group to identify and study the problems of
the Degree Colleges. A group of 14 senior,educationists of the
country, submitted the report after a year of detailed study of
the relevant problems. ynfortunately, however, the report has
not touched the basic problem of the provilent non-observance
of the rules and regulations'of the education departmontf, For

- 10 .
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example, according to these regulations, the teaching work load
of a college teacher is from 24 to 28 periods.per week. Most of -

the old'teachers 'took more periods than their prescribed work-
load.

But to day, majority of college teachers Aave only half of the
prescrfbed teaching work-load,

To sone most of these problems of the colleges, the University
Grant Commission can easily arrange the publication4of the
revised edition of the Cede. Its strict adherence will
definitely solve most of the problems of the colleges.

-3

LANGUAGES, TEACHING OF

24, AHMAD, Gulzar. Toll of'English --- Pakistan Times (Rawalpindi)
December 9, _1978.."--

EaUcation.at the level of high schOols and above needs complete
"reappraisal. The medium of iniltruction, naturally, comes first.
English, as a compulsory subject at all levels, was, of course,
justified before independence. It is not so now, whatever
the merits of English language may be, in the sector of
administration, higher knowledge of English is almost '
superflueus.

Below are the intermediate results of some ofAhe colleges of the
Rawalpindi Division which reve.al the predicument of the young
scholars, The results of differtent colleges show that a
majority of studentp could not be promoted to next class,
because, they failed in English.

25. HASHMI, Khalid Mahmood. Angrezi Ikhteyari Mazmoon (English-.
an Optional Subject) --- Imroz (Lahore) December 20, 1978 (U).

yhis year, ten thousand, five hundred and ninety-eight 'students
appeared for the examination in English in B.A. oethe Punjab
University, out of these only three thousand, six hundred and
eilihty-six students passed in the subject. Thus, the pass
percentage comes to only 34.8. This situation, demands that
English should be declared an optional subject. The Vice-
Chancellor and other educationists have also seem to be of the
same opinion.

The.percenttAge'of failures in English is rising from year to
year, If nothing is done in this behalf, the situatibn would

4

AN.
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soon get out of conirol. It is interesting to note that up to .

matric the students are taught through the medium of
but when they enter the college, the whole setup changes. The

ifstudents who opt for Science and Engi,neering, face tremendous,
difficulties. This anomaly needs to be removed as soon as
pOssible.

26. NASARULLAH, Nusrat. IntDefende of English --- Morning News
(ftrachi) December 151 1978. 1

,

There is no denying the fact that the standar( of English in
Pakistan is falling rapidly. Of course, there are people who
feel that 'English isipot needed ii Pakistan - not even as an
internati,onal language because i reminds one of the despicable
cplonial past of the subcontinent.

(

T ere are various reaips of this fall in the standard of
nglish as we use it, and various experts have suggestpd various

measures for correcting this situation. It is a frequenT-complaint
at the intermediate level that the students are not taught

. English at the school level. School teachers arde,that:.the.students
i

have no grounding at all in English when thercome up to
secondary level.

Ar
LIBRARIES

27. GAREWAL, Sher Mohammad. Libraries in Bad Shape --- Current
(Karachi) Vol. 4(47): 9 and 161 November, 26, 1978.

Litraries play an important role 4in the recotstruetion aP a
nation in so far as they help in.spreading learning among the
masses. Cimilized societies are unthinkable without well-
conceived and Well-planned educational policies and sYstems
'which cannot succeed without w416.maintained and well-organized

' libraries. That was why early/Auslims founded great libraries
wherever thuy went.

But after the creation of Pakistan, we could not maintain olt
age-old traditions of library 'building. The noleworthy
libraries in Pakistan are: the library of All-Pakistan
Educational Conference, Karachi, t1 library of University of
Karachi; Dayal Singh Trust Library of Lahore; the Library of
National Commission for Historical and Cultural Research;
Peshawar University Library; and the Islamic Research
Institute Library.

Problems such as: improper maintenance of library buildings,

- 12



librarians' general dissatisfaction with their profession, non-
availability of books; and recovery of outstanding hpoks have
been discUssed.

28. KYLAN, Munawwar Sultana. .Why We Need 'Libraries --- Morning News
(Karachi) December 16, 1978. n

In every bustness, money is invested in the hope of some profit.
Invbp,;ting money in the deVelopment of library resources on a
national let9l is an enterprise that can never result in a lose.
Nowadays, in advanced countries huge sums of money are being
Spent for this purpose.

Library resources play an important role in the intellectual
development of the peoplel, and this development in its turn
leads to the advancement of technology and industry. This is
the age of science and technalogy. Developing countries such
as ours need to develop bibliographical apparatus for the general
use of public libraries.

29. SHAMSHADI'M.4. Automization of braries - An Idea --- PIiA
Jdurnal (Karachi) Vol. XI:99-103, 19 8.

As our libraries grow in size, they become increasingly
difficult to use. Unless one knows the exact name of an author
or the exact title of a book, one cannot locate it.

,Let us consider the problem ef finding relevant information
about a research,topic by z research student. We have several
hundred thousands of'items to search. The bigh speed computing
machine ear: make a significant contribution to-this -effort.
The user could furnish it with information about what type of.
problem ile-ants to solve, and the computer can be asked to
detect ones that appear to be relevant.

The topic has been discussed under the headings: 1) require-
ments and limitations; 2) central library set-up;
3) material structure; 4) computer-based storage of material;
5) user computer-based facilities; and 6) user directory.

LITERACY,

30. NAQVI, S.A.H. Production of Books --- Morning News (Karachi)
December 14, 1978.

The program of adult education has assumed considerable
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importance, in view of the present high illiter y rate (76.3
per cent) and the addition of about a million il1.itertes every
year. It is generally not possible to go too far yith the
eausation of children without the at-nye interest and support
of 'arents.

The program has been divided inft .two phases. Under the first
phase viewing centers will bo increased from 200 to 400 with the
assistance of IBRD. Under this program 48,000'persondare
expected to becbme literate through the aid of radio and
television at the end of each course consisting of 156 lessons.

Under the second phase, second channel facilities for
educational. programa of three hours, duration every day will'be
created at a cost of Rs. 23 million at Karachi, Lahort,
Rawalpindi/Islamabad TV studios.

..MEDICAL EDUCATION

OW
31. BANO, Husan. Medical Colleger--- Dawn (Karachi) December 2,
1978.°

One more medical college is needed in Karachi, which is the
biggest city of Pakistan. The rate of production of First
Divivlioners is4growing every year. This year the results show
a figure-of 1,500 First Divisioners desirous of getting
admissibn to medical colleges. While annoumcing the policy of
adMission to medical colleges, the Government should keep the
following puggestions in mind:

4) A 'thir4 medical college is required for about 500 students.
4) If this 4s not possible, at least 500 additional seats
should be provided for male students of Karachi in Sind MediCal

..ColTege, Nawabsbah Medical College, Chandka Medical College,
and Liaqqat Medical College (Hyderabad).

ffUSSAIN,'Enayet. Medical Colleges --- Dawn Karachi Depember
30, 1978.

06- 9ountry iS facing an acute shortage of qualkfied octors.
By intordational standards, the ratio between the doctors and
the population is appalingly low. In our villages, thousands
go without any medical aid worth the name. The need for a
new medical college is, indeed, pnessing.

k

The ratio between girls 'and boys in Karachi medical colleges 01,

400'
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ipould be changed from 10:15 to 10:309 as is thecase in the
medical colleges of Sind. As is well known, few years after
igraduation9 not more than 25% of lady doctors continue Working
rregularly, Out of some t82 seats in Karachi, 410 are meant for
boys. This figure should be raised- to 511. At other placed
ihis ratio is 10:41.

Th'e shortagecof teachNhg staff in medical Colleges is one of the
main reasons for theIfalling academic standards. Naturally, we
need more medical teachers,

.
33. MAD, Ahmad. Medical Univerkty or Ivor Tower? --- Pakistan
Times (Rawalpindi) becember 89 1978.

,

With the haphazard groWth of neW medical colleges, ttv standard
of medical education has deteriorated so much that our own
countrymen have lost all confidence in our young medical
graduates. The standard of medicare in the eountry is already
poor, and u4ess something is done quickly to improve the
medical institution; a public.demand may be made for closing
down some of these institutions. c-

Opening of 'a medical university will be a positive step towards
achieving this goal. The university must be an amalgamation af
all medical colleges in Lahore with its head-quarters at e

new campus. This university must be headed by an active
employee-President and aot by a figurehead like the provinci
governor. A committee consisting of the Dean of the univer J.V
should select four Associate Deans. Theyishould haye liaison 1
with the administration of affiliatedl-troAlitals.

34. RAM, Ahmad. Medical' Talaleem Ka Meyaar (The Standard of
.Medical Education) --- Imroz (Lahore) October 129 1978 (U).

Of late, the standard of medical education in our institutions
has dropped so low that most of the countries of the world do
nOt recognize our gedical degrees. The number of medical
college has immense2Sr risen together with the number of studentg,
'but the standard of medical education has remained where it was
quarter of a centdry ago. One of the causes for this state of

iaffairs is that the number of students has risen out of all
proportions. Another reason is that the strength of the /

teaching staff has remained stationary. Tho result is obvious:

Yet another reason for our low standard of medical
education is the present system of examination followed by the
Secondary Education Boards. Tor the last few years, recommenda-
tions, bribery, and other evits have been playing havoc' with



a
"the process of admibsions to medical colleges.

PROFESSIONAL .E,LUCATION

35. TAHIR, Hasan Bin. The Enormous Problems of our Book Industry
'Morning News (Karachi) November 15, 1978.

The book world of Pakistan has boon up against enormous difficul-
ties since ,Independence. Publishers, book-sell.ers, prtnters,
librarians, and othot related personnel are not satisfied with
the slow prograss of the industry. In Pakistan, Karachi and
Punjab Universities can introduce courses on book industry on.the
pattern of Delhi and Madras Universities. The Publishers,
Bleoksellws, and Printers Associations of Pakistan can play an
important role in this sphere.. They can constitute a Board OT,
Federatioh of their Associations and with the coopRration.of
Natibnal Book Development Council of Pakistan, they can work out

. on the feasijoiliky of establishing training instithtions in
Karachi and Lahore. V

The best means of overcoming the problem of shortage of books
is to establish good and uptodate libraries and reading rooms
in the institutes. Book famine.in our country should be taken
as a warriing, and we should work4n a syertematic manner to

provide Constructive and useful reading materials to the people.

PSYCHOLOGY

36. CLAN, Ehsanullah. Student Guidapce and Counselling Program in
Highet Education .7-- The Varsities (Karachi) Vol. III (6): 14,-17 and

22, November-j)ecember 1978.-
"Iyaa,

Students guidance and counselling as an organized service in the
modern educational pattern bf any country has its.basis both in
empirical and rational concepts of human behavior derived
scientifically from a series of soc ological and psychological
studies. Our educational pattern, Jtoo, has lately begun putting
due emphasis on tho need for guidarfce ahd counselling bf
students.

By defination, guidance and counselling are meant to help the

student in the better understanding of his potentialities.
71a) stullent is also taught to better utilise his unique
interests, abilities, and aspirations for the greatest benefit
bf society and for the fulfilment oithis personal life.

- 16 -



A The topic has beeri discussed under theheadliegs: 1) yodth and
guidance; 2) discipline problems; 3) ,current education
scene; 4) matin functions of,guidance; '5) some ,common
eatures; 6) research dells;A and 7) a plan for 3,000
lege population.

37. KADEER, A.A., Student Guidance and Counselling --- The
' Varsities (Karachi) Vol. III (5): 19-22, September-October, 1978.

Our greatest desire is to pprge evil and promote goodness and
sodliness. This canycOme only through a long and conti,nued
process of learning and discipline: Today, the learnint apd
education process has become very scientific.

At the first stage, nature itself become9 n great teacher. At
Ole_second stage, .the-you.eh is.guided and taught by the mother
and father'. Then he obtains guidance from the,people aro,und
him.

The 'topic 'is discussed under the headings: 1) seireral stages;
.2) a new world; 3) the teachers; 4) 'proper guidance;
5) new develbpments; 6) character-building; :7) demands of life;
8) vocational guidance; and 9) students fpnctions.

* 38. QADIR, C.A., Student Interest and Motivatipn --- The Varsities
(Karachi.) Vol. III (6): 29 and 55, November-December, 1978.

Motivation is an infegral part of purposeful learning, and)is
intimately related to efficiency. There is no doubt that
individuals have preference for engaging themselves in one
activity to the exclusion of others. pie tendency-to give
selective attention to one activity ()Also= activities to the
exclusion of others is dangerous. Interest in education is an
effortless activity. It is not an amusing_jntertainment of the
pupil. On the contrary, it is a-joyous attainment by the pupils.
It is not the line%of least resistance, it is an attempt to

c4scover
the line of greatest attraction.

/
,

I, f
.

he topic has been discussed under the headings: 1) teacherks
job;. 2) affectionate relations; .and 3) anxieties.

)

, SCIENCE EDUCATION

39, HUSSAIN, Fazal. Labotatory Management, and Maintenance --- The
Varsities (Karachi) Vol. III (6): 23-25,,Nove1nber-December, 1978.

In the scientific revolution of this century, the 1.aboratory

117
24,



occupies the position of prime importance. For teaching,
research and routine praetigal work an army of technically trained-
personnel is required.

0

Alt6ugh much of the subject matter deals with the Chemistry
Laboratory in particular, many of the ,poiA disáussed will be
found to be applicable to many other types o cience
laboratories.

The topic has*been diswssed in some detail under the headings:
1) building and lay-out; 2) drainage; 3) stores; 4) staff.
roomdt. 5) usual laboratory ,services; and 6) students'.

.,The fAxliowing points have also been discussed: preparation
.rooms; *hared apparatus; recovery of, residues; 'Maintenance;
accident precautions, such np.cuts,rpoisonihrWelectra shocks,
etce; lecture theatre; research requirements; andworkshopp

-SWIOLOGY

-

40. RASHID, (Miss) Rifat. 1lace'6f Social Work in Education ---
The Versifies (Karachi) Vol. III (6): 8-1Q. November-December, 1978,

The worth of a citizen depends upon the wbrth of his educaVion.Social work is a part and parcel of education'as it makes the ,

process ofieducation really worth while. Its place in
education Chnnot be over,emphaSized..

The topic has been discussed in some detail under the heedings:
1) education; 2) social work; 3) social welfare;

,4) social prob ems of Pakistan; 5) concept of social welfare;
6) national pl ns and socral welfare ; 7) strategieS for
development; 8 manpoi/er needs'for social welfare; 9) basic
values of socialjwork; 10) scope of social work; 11) social .

programs; 12) social service units in colleges; and 13) xole
of teacher in social service,units.

SPECIAL EDUCATION

41. Gifted Children Can Suffer at School Current (Karachi) Vol.
4 (18)1 17. April 30, 198.

' Gifted children have just as much difficulty in ordinary life
as backward children. Many of the so-called gifted were
failures at school because of lack of conce ration, insecurity,
and fear, although their IQ was as much as hty percent above



average.

Many pateiN,glassify auch youth as "problem children" and put
them under pressure to conform to the normal. The restilt is
severe emotigenal conflicts for the children involved. They
subconsciously try to suppress these conflicts by becoming
."different".

,,. Poorer school work and psychological imbalance of these gifted
children are a kind of cry i'cir help and attention. What is
needed is more information, guidance, and advice from their
_parents.

4

. To neglect the problems of these children is just as anti-
social -asto neglect those of bacieward childrVn. It should not j

-...

.
be.forgIten that there are as many gifted as backward children '
in the community.

V (m A,

STUDENTS' PROBLEMS
.

42. FARRUKHI, As).f Adlamo Students and.Politics --- Current
(Karachi) Vol. 4(29): 10, July 23 1978,. ,-t

,:!
The quesfion is whether students should take part in politics
at all. If the future citizens are to vote properly in the
elections of tomorrow, they have to learn the game of politics
and learn-to appreciate the major issues ht stake.

Studehis have played an impqrtant part in the politics of
Pakistan. They did yegman's service in the Pakistan Movement
and did a lot to.mobilize public opinion in favor of he
partition of India.

Mention has also been made of elections to the students' bodies
in the K4liachi University and various colleges in the city,

TEACHERS N

45. ARIF, Manzoor. Our TeAhers --- Pakistan Times (Rawalpindi)
October f9, 1978.

The Government has taken a step in the right directbbn by
a4locating 3.7 per ,cent of the GNPs,. as against 1.9 per cents
for education. The quality of education can be improved only
if the profession is made Attractive enough for teachers.
Moreover, lalented teachers should have the opportunity to step

00
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into higher positions of authority. Their capabilities must not
be sacriN.ced at the alter of senioritTo

At present, only the persons who fail,to get other,jobs joydn the
Education'bepartment. This creates an army of disgrunted and
dissatisfied teachers who are not sincere to theft. profession.
Moreoveroquite a few talented teachers are forced to work at
levels that do not allow them to show their capabilities. This
creates &espondency d despttir in them.

Opening of new schools and revision of curricula according to
socioeconomic needs of the country or region are good steps.
Buildings are of secondary importance.* The crying need of the
hour is tg ameliorate the lot of the teachers financially and
so.ciallyi so that they can put in their best to make the-
education policy a success.

44. ATIQULLAH. Our Teachers --- Pakistan Times (Rawalpindi
December 29, 1978.

The teacher alone is not tp blame fpr the deterioration ±n the
standard of education. ere, might be some teachers who are not.
devoted to their profession. But majority pf them are not only
devoted but also sincere to their jobs. It is most unfortunate
today we are in the grip of political mania, and the peliticians
are bent upon to mipguidi,ng both the teachers and the students.
The authorities should see to it that politics does not spoil
the educational institutions. They should iMpose a ban on
colirege and university unions. The pity is that even the
students, otherwise honest and hardworking,and are devoted to

Lalswsuffer their studiesL.It is high time the goVernment took strong action
against hooliganism and strikes in our educational institutions.'

4

45. FAROOQI, Manzar. Our Teachers --- Pakistan Times (Rawalpindi)
December 24,-1978.

The teachers are pcly partly responsible fcr the falling
standards of education. First of all, we should accept the fact
that "teachers" meannot only college teachers but also school
teachers. There are only 7,000 college teachers in the Punjab.
The number of school teachers is far higher. In spite of this,
they are not allowed to take part in policy making'or edUcationAl
administration.

Secondly, it must be admittod that the.school,,which is the
foundation of the whole educational structure, has always been
ignored in the past. About 80 per Cent of our school teackers

0-

,
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haxe to work for mibly poor emoluments. 'Most of them live
in rented houses and have to pay halP-their salaries in rent.
This,is the reason why he runs after private tuition. Everybody
says that private tuition should be banned. The standards of
education will continue to fall until the lot of OW school
teachers is improved, and they are hmndsomely paid.

46. GILL, W.B.'vTeachers' Role ---,Pakistan Times (Rawalpindi)
-'1November 19, 1978.

Here are a fet., suggestions in respect of teachers:
1) Teachers should be recruited through competitive examina-
tions. 2) Teadiers who are partly or poorly trained should be
asked to complete a training course., 3) Teachers should be
held directly responsible for low l'esults, and the process of'
accountability should be made simple and expeditious.
4) Action must be taken against the heads of institutions whd
show bad results. 5) Private coaching should be totally banned.
6) Steps should be taken to rid educational institutions of
political factionalism. 7) The private sector must be
*encouraged to contributeits due share to the national eclucation
effort. 8) Ways and means should be found to make classroom
teaching more meaningful. 9) Most of our colleges are over-
staffed. Surplus teachers should be shifted to colleges where
they are really wanted.

47. HASAN, Ahmad. Teachers' Plight --- Pakis.tan Times (Rawalpindi)
DeceTber 13, 1978.1,

A grievous anomaly has mgrod the otherwise excellent scheme
,of the nationalization of educational institutions. But as it
was framed and enforced in hur'ry, it has caused some confusion,
especially in the matter of the,fixation of seniority and the
grant ofYpensions. Many teachers complain that after attaining
the age of 58 years they were summarify retired, in breach of
their contracts or agreements with their previous employers.
Furthermore, their services were counted not from the day they
had joine df their respective schools or colleges, but from the
day these institutions were nationalized - September 1, 1972.
This deprived them of the benefits of pension and gratuity which
would have acrued to them had their entire length of service
been counted.' The Government may.not be blamed for their present
plight, but the bureaucrats who 'process' cflses at the lower
rungs of administration certainly are. All'that is needed to

4 put natters right is a brief Federal notification in this
regard.

t'
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48. HASHMI, Khalld Mahmood. Asateza Ki Bharti.(The Employment of
Teachers) -=. Imroz (Lahore) November 29, 1978 (U).

Here are a few suggestions for making the'role of the teachers
moreseffective: 1) Teachers should 'be recruited on the basis
of competitive examinations. ptitude tests should bejteld for
judging their suitability level. 2) An institution on the

, pattern of Civil.Service Academy should be set up for the
training of teachers. This is important because midority of our
teachers are ignorant,of the modern system of education and
technicides of teaching. It would be a'platitude to say that

' poorly educaterd teachers turn out only poor students.

Generally speaking, Our teachers run after 19ney. They readily
sacrifice their profession to a handful of coins.

49. HAYE, Abdul. Teachers' P1i4k4b-,-, Pakistan Times.(Rawalpindi)
November 24, 1978f.

The 1972 nationalization.echeme has given rise to some very
serious human problems. The most adversely affected victims of
hationalization, hoWever, have not been able tO attract the
attention of the Martial Law Authorities to their miserable
pAght. Under the nationalization scheme, all teacherS and
_principals of private colleges, who attained the age of 58 on
September 1, 1972 were retired practically without noticel,

41P The present government should, therefore, compensate such
teachers of nationalized institutionp.

previous government had given solemn assurance that all contracts
and a0eements made by private managements would be honoured.
The government not only failed to honour this commitment, but
also proceeded to take over all assets Acd properties of private

,

Ainstitutions.

50. KIZILHASH, Hamid H. Self-Evaluatio'n and Motivation --- The
Varsities (Karachi) Vol. III (6): 30, November-December, 1978.

1,

This is a eriticisim of the present system of our colleges
and universities and their teachers. Our good college bio.
chemist or historian is' all.the time busy fighting to become

,permanent, to get funds for research, to get promotion, or to
go abroado Teachers are fully consciouls of th.e fact that they
are not doing their Job, but the impulse and motivation for
self-evaluation are destroyed or inhibited by the,present
environment.
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Tlle subject matter has been discussod under four broad heads:
0 Self-evaluation and motivation tor whai?; ti) Imp.ediments
in the way of proper self-evaluation; iii) Various kinds of

+44, aelp.:evaluation; and iv) Is self-evaluation possible?

51. MAHMOODi_KaMal. ,Asatoza Ka Kirdaar (The Teachers' Role) ---
Jang (Rawalpifidir-October 21, 1978 (U)..

There is no denying the fact that the nationalization of educa-
' tionalRinstitutions has served to drag down the standard.of

education. 6Majority of teachers are happy that no action can be
taken against them. This attitude of the teacherl.ahdNdone
great.harm to the standard of education. Coaching centers have
sprung up eerywhere. The students also think that unless they '

Jain the, coaching ce'nters or engtige a teacher for privit.t.e
- .

tuition, they cannot pass.

Thete are, of course, many, other causes for bad'results. The
basic thing in respect of education is the sense of responsibility
and the pride of profession in the teachers. .It is the duty of

teachers to spend maximum time in the institutions and with
their students. Heavy responsibility also lids on the should,er's
of headmasters and principals.

52. ODEER, Ehsan. Our Teachers --- Pakistan Times (Rawalpindi)
November 7, 1978.

Tive new education policy will also go the way of all other
politices framed in the past. Our educational problems are many
and Vvied. They cannot be studied in isolation from the
surrounding socio-econoitic rea447.

Teachers play a pivotal rol" in the system of education,
especially because our epbationh.deology-oriented. It is
only the teacher,who came m ke the system workable and meaning-,.
ful. All schooY'teachers w o hold B.A. and B.Ed. degrees must
start in NPS 17, as do college lpcturers. It should, be enough
satisfaction for the lecturers that they aro working in cblleges.
The benefits of automatic promotion to.higher grades should be
available to all categories of teachers w6tking in government
institutions. 01

4
53. QURESHI, K.R. Our Teabherb --- Pakistan Times .(Rawalpindi)
December 2111978.

,

Unfortunately, our teachqrs want easy money and in a big way.
Some years agov they had won, atter a long campaign, Grade 17,

- 23 -
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along witp doctors and" efigineersi.

The most abused, and perhaps unfortunate section of our society,
las been our student community* which is boing "guidedR by
disgrtinted and Lethargic teachers. Our educ,ation systeM is in amess today because of the incompetence and indolence of our
teachers. They siMplyeo not work. But they do want plenty oftime and money.

When it comes to comparisqn with other services like Customs,
Police, or the Railways, they must realize that their jobb are
whole-time and ipvolve!a lot of responsibility. 'For that matter,
even journalists, having equivalent or better qualifications
than college teachers, have to work hard to get as much as an'
asststant professor earns: It is time our teachers.took their
profession seriously.

54. SAMI, Khanzadeh. Moujuda Talaleemi Policy Aur Asateza,(The
Pu_sent Educational Policy and the Teachers) --- Jang (Rawalpicndi)
October 31, 1978 (U).

There is.no, denying the fact that teachers play an important role
in the development of,education. One would alSt agree that the
success or failure of any educational policy depends largely on
,them. The fixation of service conditions for the teachers inthe new educational policy is of utmost importance. In this
policy every teacher has to declare that he strictly'adheres to
Isldmic principles and'Amplicity b'elieves in the ideology of
Pakistan. In the past, there was no such binding for ttny teacher.

With the announcement of the new educational pblicy, one hopes
tliat we will be able'to achieve'our ultimate oldectives.
Further, we have to\see to'it that teachers do not relapse into
financial stringency.' They must be respected in society and
paid handsomely. Primary schoolteachers should,have priorityin Ws regard, because it is they who lay the foundation for
the future education of our children.

55. SIDDIQI, Ahmadullah'. Teachers' Rdle --- Pakistan Times (Rawalpindi)
October 211 1978.

re

Educationists, teachers, and parents, have repeatedly complained
about the progressive deoline in the standard of education in our
schools and colleges. -But'no positive'action has been taken dt
any level. Teachers alone egn hardly d6 anything in a situation
where the.trend is towards taking thinfs easy.

./

go one disputes theAoad-he \ claim toin reasonable standard o



living. But, if they had paid even half as much attention to.their duties, the situation would have been different,on the
educational.front. The new generation of teachers leaves theprofession at the Di.rst opportunity.

.

It ift not.given to all to become model teachers,,but with alittle striving everyone in this nOble profession can have thesatisfaction of dokng_a
mwardinglah,____The-haa-sig--o-f---i-n-atitti----tiOrid-halie'in this regard an important responsibility. TheyFive not only to set an example of honest, devoted work but iilsoto devise ways of getting the beet out of their colleagues.

TEACHING METHOD,AND MEDIA

56. GORGANII.Tanwir Jehan, Instructional Technology and Process .of,Communication The Varsities ( rachi):. Vol. III (5): 26-27
September-October, 1978.

a

Ii is very important to examine the importance of education inthe new technology. Like most other elements of contemporary
life, education can scarcely escape the influence of continuing
technological development' that is rapidly changing our ways ofliving. Audiovisual technology refers to the systematic'use ofa particular category of instructional materials and promisesto fost.er and expand "the role(of formal education.

Today, there are more than forty different kinds of audiovisualmaterials and experiences,..such as radio, T.V.9 models, mock.-ups, real objects, etc.

Seven audiovisual tasks have been discussed along with the 'Coneof Experience' by Dr. Dale.

11#

57. HAQ, Anwarul. Urdu, Hamari Qaumi Zaban4(Urdu, Our NationalLanguage),--- Newel Waqt (Rawalpindi) December 20, 1978 (U).

Urdu, as the medium of instruction, should,be immediately,Antroduced right from the primary to the college levels.English may be retained for.research worjcs higher,studies, or'international dealings. It is suggested that funationd Englishshould be taught up to High School level. English may beallowed aS an optional subject for the classes of Intermediateand B.A. According to statistics, nearly 60% stadents fail inEnglish. This entails unnecessary loss to the students aswell as their parents.

The teaching of scientific
6 subjects in Urdu is criticized in.

% .'25



some quarters on the ground that scientific terminologies '
do not exist in Urdu. This is not true, Certain term.Lnologies
that do not exist can be retained as they are, because thermare
many English words that have become part and parcel of the Urdu
language.

k

There is no denying the fact that Public Schools and Europeam
typ'e of Schools aro an obstacle to the advancement of our educa-

--tional-eyetem.- Thefte inmtitutio-na-haircrtherfrown tempre-raimmt-----
and books are imported for them from dbroad.

58. HASA, Zahoorul, Qaumi Talaloomi Policy Aur Zaria,Ta'aleem
(National Education Policy and the Medium of Instruction)1 4-- Nawai
Waqt (Rawalpindi) November 7, 1978 (U).

. Tho Government's decision to introduce Urdu as die medium of
instruction in all English medium schoqls is laudabl?. No time
limit has been fiXed for the completion of this process. Moro- ,
over, this decision has been limited only to the English schools
that are under the direct control of the Government.

In these so-called English medium schools, studonts'are

Ali

prepared for unior and senior Cambridge, where Islamiyat is not
a qompulsor ubject. They are also taught Engltsh History in
place of Islamic History. After qualifying in ito,midetitive *examinations they are given.key posts. The authorities should
take note of these anomalies and,reform our system of education.

a.

59, KHAN, Azmatullah. Angrozi Zaria-e4a'aleem, Naqis Nisab-e-
Talaleem Bemaqsad Ta'aikem (Englist; Medium of _Instruction Defective
Syllabas, Purposeless Education) Nawai Waqt (Rawalpindi) October
10, 1978 (U).

A
English, as a medium Of instruction, is the biggost.problem for
our students. There .are many countries in the world that employ
their own national languages,Kor the purposes of oduqation. To
retain gnglish as the medium of instruction in Pakistan is not
justified.

AUrdu should replace it in all our institutions.

The present system of education is more or loss purposoloss.
Our students fail to understand the explicit objective of the
present System of education. Till matric they are taught in
Ur4u, but when they are admitted to the college, the medium of
inOtruction changes over to English to tho frustration of the
students, g.
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.60. KHAN, KaraMatAli. Introduction to.the Visual Aid as Help to
, Better Comprehension The Varsities (Karaohi) Vol. III (6): 3-7,

November-December, 1978.

A teacher should know the value and importance, of thorough;
understanding, and uSe all possible means to cbmmunica e
knowledve or ideas to others. Communication has been tescribed
as "a process'of sharing experience till it becomes a mmon
paassssian..3:1111=t-anas of aw11 amisual -and_ other Infitru
material, Tor teaching-learning process, has been explained.

. The topic has been discussed under the headings: 1) effective
.communication; 2) complex system; 3) new evaluation;
4) automation; 5) future needi; 6) theory and practice;
7) classification of materials; 8) models; 9) television;
10) films.

61. NIAZI, Ghulam Yasin Khan. Ta'aleemi Yaksaniyat Ka Maslala (The
Problem of Educational Uniformity) Nawai Waqt (Rawalpindi)

' October 13, 1978 (U).

Unfortunately, the syllabus of our primary and secondary eduda-
tion has divided our schools into two categories, Urdu medium
schools, and English medium schools. This is bound to adversely
affect .our national unity. It seems that English medium schools
are meant exclusively for the children of the 'haves,' and Urdu
medium schools for the children of the 'have-nots.' Majority of
English,medium schools are run by a particular class of people
with a particular ideology.

If the medium of instruction in these schools is.changed to Urdu
and the schools are merged in the same category, all sections of
the population will be able to share the common-benefits of
education.

62. SETHI, Nasreen. Nizam-e-Ta'aleem Mein Urdu Ki Ahmi'yet (The
Importance of Urdu in the System of Education) --- Nawai Waqt
(Rawalpindi) October 17, 1978 (U).

Our present system of education is up against a number of
problems, of th'esel.,:the problem of.language deserves special
attention of our educationists. It is unfortunate that an
ipdependent nation as.we arB, we have sb far avoided to declare
Urdu as the medium of instruction in all educatiodal institutions.
There is no denying the fact that English, as a compulsory
language has done more harm than good to our education.
Various Commissions on Education have strongly recommended the
adoption of Urdu as tho national language, but nothing has been



done as far in this connection. Every year, majority of students
f.ail in English.

'Those who want tol retain English, argue that if it is substituted
by Urdu;Nthe stalidard of education would fall. Perhaps they do
not know that Eng).ish is a veritable burden on the minds of our
students. English, should, therefore, $e divostedof its present
position and retained only-as an optional language. If, however,
this is,not possibleatthe moment, it may be eliminated from
primary classes.

63. SHAUKAT, (Mrs. Vasim.) The Learning Process Related to Teaching
.--- The Varsitieq (Karachi) Vol. III (6): 31-331 November-December,
1978.

College teachers are often criticized for "poor techniques cif
presentation," "little knowledge of the learning process'!, and
nlack of understanding of(the intellectual standard of under-
graduat9 students."

College teachers arc also criticized Ppr being irregular in
attendance, being Aloof, or.being tdg much friendly. It goes

' without saying that there is a nced,for proper planning in
collegejteaching, and that teachers can be helped to 'a higher
level fl competence.

The topic has been discussed under the headings: 1) nature of
learnin; 2) knowledge of goals; 3) motivation; 4) clear
communication; 5) analysis of the learner; 6) meeting the
class; 7) teaching methods; 8) informal lectures; 9) group
discussions; 10) seminar method; and 11) panel discussion.

TECHNICAL)EDUCATION

64. ALI, 'Air Mohammed. The Training of Engineering Technicians
The Vars' ies (Karachi) Vol. III (5): 16.18, September-October, 1978.

ihe most significant development in education theories in modern
times has been the emergence of investment concept of education.
In economic terms, it may be called an accumulation of human
capital and. its effective investment for the growth of a society.
Investment in technical and scientific educat4on is the most
effective way for a society to develop, as it helps to produce
conditions essential for successful modernization.

, The-topic is discussed under the headings: 1) Productivity;
2) Industries; 3) ualification; 4) Selection;

.28.
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5) Industridl Training, and 6) New Trends.

65. LODHI, Abdul Hafiz Khan. Technical Education Aur Asateza Kay_
Massa'il (Technical Education ,and Teachers' Problems) --- Nawai Waqt

4 (Rawalpindi) November,14, 1978 (u).

The, need for and utility of technical education cannot be over-
emphasized in this age, The developed countries of the world
are very keen about this aspect of Oucation. So are China and
J'apan. Japan,, in particulary has made.tremendous advances in
technical education. But in Pakistan technical schools are few
and far between. The Government should pay morp attention to
this situation and open more such institutionp.

One-third of our population lilies in rural areas. Every effort
should be made to open technical schools there.

TEXTBOOKS

66. AHMAD, Adhfaq. Darsi Kitation Par Nazr-e-Sani (Revision of Text-
. books) --- Nawai Waqt (Rawalpindi) October 2, 1978 (U).

Now that a committee, consisting of three numbers has been appointed
c to raise the selection of textbooks, the following suggestions

may be useful& 1) The committee should not limit its findings
only to ideological defects in text-books.i There is a general
complaint that the books are rather diffidult for \the students.
2) The committee should revise the text-books in ,thEl. light of
Islamic teachings. 3) The method's of selecting writers and
the publishers should be revised. Only those writers who are
ideologically mature and experienced should be selected for the
job.

WOMEN'S EDUCATION St

A

67. FAIZI Alys. Women's Education in Pakistan --- Viewpoint (Lahore)
Vol. III (33): 31, March 26, 1978.

We came eeparatothe problems of women's education from those
of the education in general. Women's education at present .

)
suffers from even greater limitations than that of men. A
man's education is regard6d as an investment of value, whereas
a woman's education is generalay supposed to be a supplementary
qualification for marriagee

-29..



The future of womJnIs education in Pakistan is-largely in the
hands of women themselves.

N.

Those women who have learned a little worked a little, and
struggled a little May help to change t existing pattern oflife. But their plan and struggle mupl be based upon a desire
for equality and justice. They must be clebr and unosompromising
about this fact. They must ensure that the fruits of this landmay be partaken by all, and that education will be the right_of_all women.

, GENERAL

68. ALI, Anita Ghulat. Public Relationing in Education ---Rhe
Afarsiqes (Karachi) Vol. III (6): 26-28, November-December,.1978.

The heed and extent of public relationing and its utility ib
tied up with the role of the teacher. This role is,expected
to be played>by society, by the students, and by the teacher.

The teacher and the parents must develop mutual liaison in the
interest of the student and education. The sharp contrast,
between the values of the home and a sound, meaningful education
must pe narrowed down.

The topic has beep discussed, under thesheadings4 1) Muslim
tradition; 2) pivot; 3) modern times; 4) influende of
universities; 5) other qualities; and 6) parents.

69. ANWAR, M. Ta'aleemi Inhetaat Ka Zimmedar Kaun (Who is Responsible
for the Deterioration in Education) --- lmroz (Lahore) October 4,
1978 (0.

The Spreading deterioration in education has.attracted the
attention of one and all. Some hold the teachers responsible ,

for this rot, and others blame the parents. Even the students
are not seared in this matter. The truth is that the teachers,
the parents, and the students share the r'esponsibility equally.
One of the common complaints is that students a4e not taught
properly. Teachers do attend the class, but they either gossip
or attend tO their'own private job. Parents, on the other hand,
do not bother to know thing from their wards about the progress
of their study. The students, on their part, while away their
time in politics. 'All these factors have affected the quality
of education.

The yearly results of the.final examinatiOns show that the
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percentage of failures is yearly on the increase. The truth is.that neither the teachers, nor the parents are solely responsible.for the deterioration in education, If the students themselvesmake if' a point not to waste their time in petty matters, nobodycan stand in their way% The teachers will be soon forced togive up their lethargy and indifference to their dutY4',

.70. AZIMULLA4. Talalee4 Inhetaat (DeferiorationtnEfiCatiOn) ---Nawai Waqt (Rawalpindi) abc.ember 5, 1978 (U).

Students coming to the colleges from Urdli medium schoolp aretaughtu all textbooks in English. Naturally, Pley fail iktheexaminations. The syllabus,-too, LSvery difficult arld lenfichy,_The,result is that they fail in the', examination. The syllabus
should, therefore, be shorter and suitable to the needs of ourcountry, and.the education shoUldlbe imparted tmur own nationallanguage, Urdu.

It.

71. BEG, Mirztt Altaf Ali. Educational Standards --- Pakistan Times4(Rawalpindi) November 27, 1978.

There are many reasons for the present state of affairs. Themost important among them is the unending petty politics., Itis time we put a ban on inciting .students or4teachers to resort
to agitational)politics. The standard of education naturally
falls when schools, colleges, and univer4ities have to be closed
down for monthson end.

At long last, courses of study at all levels have been revised
so as to bring them at par with those in other parts of the
world. Both teachers and students are working hard to make upthe lost ground* But examination results show that much has'
to be done .to come up to the desired standard of education.

Some librariel and laboratories are still poorly equipped. Itis also tragic that whatever little we get to know about the
recent advances in science and technoloay should be available
to us only in a fopeign language -- English, which in itself is
a great hurdle for our people in absorbing new ideas. Efforts
should be made to transfer as much of modern technological and
scientific knowledge inta Urdu.

72. CASEY. To Learn and to Teach --- The Statesman (Karachi)Vol* kxiii (9): 12.13t January 289,1978*

The students' needs are traditionally oceanic, incalculable.
The opportunity foAkthe teacheris equally vast and inviting..



Let us ponder whether these words apply to Pakistan? The general
run of our students is satisfied with what their teachers and
professors give them.

Students are of different types. The majority are content with
cribbing for the.examination. Mose who take extra private,
tutions do not fare much better by way of true learning. Their
special tutors merely help them to memorize lessons. School__
-t-eaeh L- ; ruly classes can hardly be expected
to give anything ellen remotely resembling individual attention.
Consequently,,private tutors set up e44m-passing faCtoriea in
their houses. The few exceptionally bright students easily see
through the capabilities of their teaqiers. They gb to librarieS
to find the knowledge they thirst for.

HASHMI, Khalid Mahmood. Meyar-e-Talaleem Ki Pasti (Falling
Standard of Education) --- Imroz (Lahore) December 27, 1978 (U).

The results Of the B.A. examinatiOn held by the Punjab University
are hopefessly poor. Majority of stuckents have failed in

, English.. A little analysis will show that both teachers and
parents are equally responsible for this sad.state of affairs.
It is apparent that most of the teachers have lost inteAst in
teaching-and the studeritn have become indifferent to education.

Although the percentage of admissions to colleges and uniAersities
is on the increase, the percentage of successful students is
constantly falling. Thousanda of students who pass the matric
examination in third division, promptly get admission to colleges.
The result is obvious. They do notfare well in college
examinations. What is morc unfortunate is the fact that most
of our teachers have become intatuated'with the idea of making
money by all means except,hard Work and loyalty to profeslion.

74. KHAN, Abdul Hafeez,. The MOSS in ThelSchools --- The Herald
(Karachi) Vol. 9 (5): 44-46. May,, 1978.

Today, education in Pakistan is afflicted not with one, but
with many diseases. After thirty years of independence, we are
still fliring with our national language. Urdu has failed to
achieve the status of official language. Nobody takes it
seriously. They should not, for it doesn't pay. When it
domes to jobs, an M.I. in English is given preference to an:,
M.A. in Urdu - a practice unheard of in most countries of the'
world.

The topic has been discussediunder the headings: 1) exams.
a. big. fraud; 2) school buildings; 3) educational

A
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authorities; 4) teachers; 5) of books and authors; 6) audio-
visualaaids; 7) *of laboratories and libraries; 8) health; and
9) snacks and lunches.

75. NIAZI, Ohulam Yasin Khan. Angrezi Zaria Talaleem Kay School
(English Medium Schools) --- Nawai Waqt (Rawalpindi) December 159 1978(U).

According to an unofficial report, there are at present more than
ten thousand English medium schools in our country. Out of these,
the percentage of nationalized schools is about two.

There is no mention in the booklet of any new education policy
especially about the change in th'e English medium at any stage.
Such problems call for immediate,Eind satisfactory answers. The

7 problem of admissions also nqeds immediate solution. Admission on
the basis of merit is, no doubt, commendable. But admissions
should not be left to the'discretion of the authoritidd of the

'1-\ schools.

4

76. QURESHII,Naheed. Talaleomi Inhetaat Ka Zimmedar Kaun? (Who is
Responsible for Deterioration in Education) Jang (Rawalpindi)
November 7, 1978 (U).

Lately, the fall in the standard of eduoation has assumed serious
proportions in the country.. Education revolves rgund three

ofe

personalitieS: the parents, the teachers, and the Students.
Some blame the pa ts for the fall in the standard'of education.
They argue that the parents had adopted stricter attitude and
remained vigilaintv their wards would not have dared to waste their
time in idle activities. .

-

Others argue that the teachers have become indifferent to their
duties. They attend the class all right, but they do not teach.
They just while away their time either in gossiping or in doing

, their own private work.
,

Yet others that the student community is to be blamed in the
matter. 'Majority of students have taken io politics as a hotby
and do not care to.attend the classes or read their text-books
The truth is that the parents, the teachers, and the students are
equal to blame in the matter.

77. SAAD, Ibrahim. Books, Libraries and National' Development ---
Dawn (Karachi) November 3, 1978.%

We have bookshops in the cities, and only in'big ones at that.
The masses living in villages and the outlying areas have to

Ito
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go 4ithout any reading material. Libraries, which are not mean
customern of the book trade, can do yeoman's service, but they
simply do not exist in the rural areas. Even in big 'cities, theise
institutions are,few and far betweeh. They have only nominal funds
for the purchasé of books. So long as a network of well-stocked
libraries iS not established and maintained-throughout the country,
book production will remain a pious dream.

There are other problems of quality in contents and production.
All these problems can be solved witg the cohterted efforts of all
the components of the bookworld, namely, authors, publishers,
printers, booksellers, and librarians.

ad,

EDUCATION PLANNING (Special Section)

78. AHMAD, Akhlaq. New Directions in Etheation --- Pakistan Times
(Rawalpindi) December 31, 1978.

Here are,osome of the problems connected with our national educations
Falling/rsitandard of education; imbalance between instruction and
job market; large drop-out percentage at lower levels of Fducation;
disproportionate increase in the,number of aspirants for P'ofessional
degrees to the deteriment of the ancillary but essential pure
scienbes; and the plight of the socially underprivileged teacher.

The primary educational structure is in,bad sh4e,.especially in
the countryside where primitive conditions still prevail despite
'30 years of planning. The,new policy envisages the Use of the
mosque to supplement rural education, and plans to set up,
initially, a thousand workshapsYlb orient children in the country-
side. But, in the light of our past failures, this new ,policy
holds out little ho e

1!

AHSAN, Jamil. Nai Qa i Ta'aleemi Policy (New National Education
Policy) ---,Jang-(Raiollpind Octobeir 4, 1978 (U).

It is satiqying to dee t t hew national education policy has
been announced. But the d sirecults can be achieved only if
the government and the autho ities in the 4ducation department
put it into practice with all sincerity. The teachers and the
students, too, on theirpartl ould sincerely do what is
expected of them in making this policy a success. The teachers
have to play the major role in th field, because it is they
whO build the character of their st dents. ThiA is possible only
if the teachers present themselves a a model'toi the students.
There is no denying the fact that no epucation policy can
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can Succeed without their sincere cooperation.
N..

80. AMMAR, Nadeem. Talaba Kay Mssa'il (Problems of Students) ---
_jang (Rawalpindi) October 3; 1978 (U).

There are some inherent defects in our system of educations The
need of the hotr is to bring,abedt revolutionary changes in our
system of education. At the moment the biggest problem is thir
syllabus, which should be revised according to our needs.

11

Urdu should be immediately made the medium of inbtruction, and
teaching of the ideology of Pakistan should be'made compulsory.
Unforturioately, majority of our talented students fail to express
themselves in English, which is still the medium of instruction
in colleges and universities. The most pressin problem for o4
students is the medium of instruction in colleges. The students
who complete their education in Urdu-medium schools cannot
improve their knowledge of English and cannot fsre well in the
examinations.

46.

81. AKHTAR, Waheed, Streamlining Education --- Pakistan Times
(Rawalpindi) ,Octobar 14, 1978.

The new education policy announced by the Federal Education
Minister refleots the consensud on the direction our education
should take. The time-table of the new policy spreads over the
next five years and is targeted on the 80 per cent illiterates of
the nation as well as the 60 percent school children who drop
out,from high school. A National Center foT Science Education
will be established to supervise and standardize the teaching of
science. A technical teachers' training college is also envisaged

,

at the national level.

Above all, under the,new central direction, technical and
vocational education will be made,proliaction-oriented.

-The ideological orientation of the textbooks has received atten-
tion, and the authorities are Already hard at work to improve and ,

A..ncrease the ideological content of the syn.*

82. al, .Mirza Asad. NeW Education Policy -- Dawn (Karachi) October .

25, 1978.-

Any educatio
basic tools'o
.basic facili

1 policy or plan depends for its success on the
the trade, namely, the teachers, textbooks, and
es like laboratories and libraries. Unless these
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needs are properly taken care of, no acatemic schemes, hoYever
idealistic, can yield the desired results. Experience shows that
our educational planning has been unrealistic. We have hitherto
,proved unequal to the effort that was needed to bring equality of
educational opportunity, to supply the 'skills an specialities
demanded by our developmental needs and to evol e an educational
system that would transform society. If the neh educational
polidY is to elicit the community's commitment, those responsible
for,working out its details and for putting it into practice will
have to demonstrate that they have learnt and unlearnt quite a
few things.

83. BUTT, KhwajaNhämmad Bashir. Educatipn Policy --- Pakistan
Times (Rawalpintr7 November 11, 1978. .

0.The new education-policy can succeed only if the educational

4/to institutions are left/Work in a congenial and peaceful atmosphere.
The present systemsof elections to students''unions should,
therefore, be,changed. A lot of time and money of the students
is wasted in the electioneering campaigns. These campaigns are
usually financed by outside elements and political parties, who
create' their own propaganda' cells in educational institution:4.

At present,' text-books are changed after a year or two. This

puts a great burden on poor parents and unnecessary strain on
teachers. Text-books for all classes should be carefelly selected.
Academies should be set up in each Division to conduct refresher
courses for teachers and professors. ,In technical and vocational

% f.ields, emphasis should be laid on practical work.

84. CHAUDHRI, A.T. Education Policy: Nev Horizon -.17- Dawn (Karachi)

October,30, '4978.

Although the now Education policy fervently emphasizes the
teaching of Islam, it makes-littTe departure from the old
educational plans. Nor does it seek to effect anY far-reaching
structural changes in the sterile educational network' under which'
this nation has'been suffering for the last 30 years.

The Educational Conference (1947) had recommended, inter alia,
that "the Educational system shopld be inspired by the Islamic
Ideology." Again, the first Commission on National Education had
proposed ih its report (1960) that'Islamiyat must be a compulsory
subject for the first eight years of schooling and that the

'universities should promote research in Islamic thought. The

framers of the 1972 education policy also aimed at "ensuring the
preservation, promotion and practice of the basic ideology of
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akistan ---". 9

fat. independence we shOuld have introduced a unifeim schosol0 system to provide fer varying local needs, and should haveencouraged local conimunities to'participate in,the development ofcommunity schools. Tills was 'never done. Massive investment orany doctrinair bias,kn the educatiOn system, will not serve thelarger national cause,

85, DAR, AbOul,Hamid: Third Division Talaba Ka Mas'ala (The Problem- of Third Divisioners)
Nawai Waqi (Rawalpindi) October 24, 1978 (U).

'The present system of examinations is basically defective. Ithas completely failed to assess the trends and the capabilities ofthe students-. Wheth.er the responsibility for this,state ofaffairs lies on the students, the parent's, or the teachers, is adifferent question. lbw fact, however, cis that majority of bothmale and female students get through the,exaciniations every yearin third division. According to rules, such students cannot beadmitted to colleges, bUt somehow or other they succeed in gettingthe admission somewhere. The third divisioners seldome understand.the lectures of their teachers. Below are some suggestions forthe attention of the authorities.

The educ ionists unan,tmously say that the sooner the thirddivisionors,are separ5tted from the sebond and first divisioners,
. tt

the better. Separate systems of education should be evolved forboth groups.. The syllabii should be different for both. Thissystem has been waking in Western Countries for a pretty longtime with satisfactory results.

86. Edupation and Training --- In: Pakistan Year Book, 1978, 236-265,Karachi, East West Publications. 1978,

When Pakistan was established educational facilities were veryscant and insignificant in the'country.There existed the' Britishpattern of education which inhibited the growth of nationalcharacter and ideology. The problem was twofold: 1) to set upenough educational inStitutions; and 2) t4k evolve the kind ofeducation that was conducive'to the growth and development ofthe genius of the people. 41w.

pie National Education Conference heat' in October 1977$ identifiedthe aims that Pakistan should ptOmpt to realize through education.The conferenCe's recommendations are discuSsod.
0,

9

Bripf details of fifth five-year plan, 1978-83, and details ofdevelopment and not-development expenditure from 1973 to 1978
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have been given. 40

There are three tables showing: 1) number of institutions;
2) , enrolments; and 3) enimates ot financial requirements for
1978-83.

87. flAQCNI, Husain. Nai Talaleemi Policy-Amli Dushwarian (New
Education Policy - Practical Difficulties) Jang (Rawalpindi)
November 12, 1978 (0.

!Oh

The misfortune of the new educational'policy is that it has been
framed by the very people who had prepared other policies earli9r.
SinCe this policy has been prepared by Wstertilzed mind, it
cannot succeed in our country. ,Tr/

The policy has Kiven the target of now schools to to established
but has convenidnrn omitted to piApoint the filhancial resources
for its implementation. Likewise, it has recommended the mainte.
nance oi6private sectoe in education, but has-,not suggesited.any
restriction gin the charginebf.exorbitant tuition fees it these
institutions.

88. HAVE, Weemul. Education's Inverted Pyramid --- Pakistan
Economist (Karachi) Vol. 18.(43): 13-17, Octot'er 28, 1978.

A Community can benefit from university education only if it can
alisorb the graduates it is producing. At present, Pakistan is
losing most of its qualified personnel to the richer Western
World.

In 1974-75, despite an increasd of Rs. 45b million in education
expendiitUre over the previeus years, the share of education in
GNP was only. 1.6* as compared to most other developing countries
wheee it varies from 2.5 to 8%.

Most Government pubsliCations and.official announcements on
I

education .emphasize the need for universal primary educatrActn.
Yet fn the budget allocations for education, no provision is
made for fulfilling this need To the Planners, priority still
seems to be to provide cheap university education. The social,
rate of returli from B.A. degree is about 10% more than the
return from secondary schoo.ling. The unit cost of producing a
graduate is roughly four and a halT times the unit cost of
producing a matriculate.
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89. HUSAIN, Anwar. New Education Polioy --- Morning dews (Karachi)
October 22, 1978%

VThe new education p toy, which strosses Islamiwrinciples of
life,and commitment to tho ideology of Pakistan& realistic and
workable plan. The new polioy lays slue stress on science and
technology and envisages denationalization of educational
administration.

First, the 41.an slows how to go about training our manpower.
Secondly, it aims at ensuring that the end produkct of our
educational system in Arts or Sciences shall be comparable in
competence and achievement with that of any other system in the
world. Thirdly,'it promises to open up educational opportunity
to those children who hav,real ability and aptitude.. Fourthly,
it shows us how to rotain our identity as Muslims and how to
promote the sense of national pride and cohesion.

6

900 KAZMI, Hasnain. Islam Aur Nizam-o-Ta'aleem (Islam and System of
Education) --- thing (Rawalpindi) October 3, 1978 (U).

The present system of odr educatiop is a standing memorial to our
days of slavery. The system is neither secular, nor democratic,
no Islamic. Our new geuetation has no aim,'no direction and,no
destination. Its ideal is to somehow get a good job after doing
graduation. s

During the 'last thirty years of independence, the system of
education has only one achievement,to its credit. It has provided
only the spare parts to get going the cart of government. Our
text-books have failed to arouse the Islamic spirit in our
students, who remain as ignorant about their religion as ever.
Tbere aro A few text-books on Islamic teaching6 at theprimary
level, but rdlligious teaching disappears when the students reach
the higher classes. What is, therefore, required now is to
revise the syllabus of higher education and include books on
religious teaching in the syllabii at all

916 MIRZA, Mohammad Tufail. Ta'aleemi Policy (Educational Policy) ---
Imroz (Lahore) ,Odtober 18, 1978 (U).

The steps taken by the Government to bring in line our educational
policy' and thebyllabii with the Islamic teachings and the
ideology of Pakistan aretcommendable. The Government has
earmarked huge sums 141 the five.year.plan for thin purpose.
Despito then() efforts the results so far achieved are poor. So,

there seems to be something wrong, in the'managomont of the
educational institutions. Unless-the oducation department reforms
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tyle management.at hll levels, ,no policy woulf) prove fruitful.

92. NAJMUDDIN; S.M. Chaos in Education --- Dawn (Karachi) December
. 5, 1978.

The basic problems of the students still/ remain unattended. This
year, the Karachi University stopped admissions to the Honours
and Post-graduate classes on 15/10.1978, that is, long before the
Karachi Intermediate Board declarOd the results of the Intermediate
Examinations. The result was that thousands of students, who
passed the intermediate examination from the Karachi IntermediAte
Board this year, were deprived.o, admission to the university
classes and thus lost one academic year.

As against this, there is over production of gradhatss in Arts and
Commerce. Consequently, there is rising incidence of unemployment
among ou'r educated young men. The planning for higher education
should be done on nationallevel through the University Grant
Commission.

93. NIAZI, Ghulam Yasin Khan. Nai Qaumi Talaleemi Policy - Ek Jaiza
(New National Education Policy - An Analysis) Nawai Waqt (Rawalpindi)
Deeember 61 1978-(U).

The Government has brought out a booklet of twentySeven pages on
the new national education policy. This is; in fact, the second
edition of the policy announced in 1960. According to it, our
future educational structure will consist ofthree tiers instead
of Tour namely, Primary, Secondary, College qnd University. The
three tiers will be Primary, Secondary, and UniverSity. It
remains to be seen how thin chan 0 will raise the standard of'":"
aIn

19611 the Education.Commissi dn had added two years to secondaryf
ucation. Secondary eaucation orms the back-bone of edUcation.

education, raising it from five to seven years.
.

i

94.
i

SIDDIQI, Hidayatullah. Qaumi Nizam-e-Ta'aleem Ki Tatheer (The
Purification of Nationa). System, of 'Education) --- Jang (Rayalpindi)
October 19, 1978 (U).

, (

The question of the medium of instruction_is arvimportaht
problem. .Unfortunately, English still reigns treme in our
country. It should,be divested of this poaitio 'and included
in the group of optional subjects. I

Uniformity in syllabii has itn own importance in eduCation. At
the moMent there are two kinds of educationdinstitutions:

F.
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'1) religious institutions, cand 2) schools and colleges on
--.Western-patternc -,Both typos of institutions need immediate reform.

The edUcatedc1ets*hich forms only twenty percent of the population,
has come.to be 8ubdiv4ded into two classes.

The syllabus of the institutions that are functioning on the
Western pattern should be revised in the light of the teachings of
the holy' Quran and Sunnah. Modern learning should be introdueed
in religious institions.

Syllabus shouldlonot be changed milery year. One course should last
at least for three years. The teachers should present themselves
before the students as a model. The Government should also take
keen interest in the development of education.

o0o
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